How To Pass Your
Road Test In 7 Easy
To Follow Steps
On your very rst or next try!
Colin Thorne

Good Drivers Can Fail Their Road Test

Contrary to popular belief, you don't have to be a great driver to pass your road
test. Don't get me wrong, you do have to know how to drive.

But to pass your road test, you also have to know what to do and even more
important, you have to know what not to do.

Herein lies the reason why most people (especially those who know how to
drive) fail their road test.

They do things that they should not do and end up getting too many penalty
points resulting in failure.

You don't have to be perfect on your road test. The inspector will allow you to
make up to 30 penalty points in errors.

The purpose of this ebook is to help experience drivers as well as new students
get their drivers' license in the shortest way possible..
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Step #1 - Selecting A Driving School

.

If you are an experienced driver you can skip ahead to page # 6 . However, if
this is your

Your

rst time, you ought to stay right here.

rst and most important step is to decide which driving school you will be

using to teach you how to drive.

Select 2 to 3 schools that you have looked at on the internet and purchase one
driving lesson from each school. Click here for Fuzion Driving School.

During the driving lesson pay attention to your driving instructor. Is he/she
paying attention to you?

Is he/she being distracted by other things or is he/she talking on his/her cell
phone?
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Step #2 - Selecting A Driving Instructor

When you ask your instructor a question, is that instructor getting annoyed or is
he/she providing you with a good answer.

When you make a mistake - and you will be making mistakes - how is that
instructor dealing with the situation?

Is he/she pointing out your mistakes to you and is he/she showing you how to
correct those mistakes or is that instructor letting you do whatever you want?

Is that instructor responding to you making a mistake by yelling and screaming
at you and calling you stupid?

These are some of the things you ought to look out for when selecting a school
and driving instructor to teach you how to drive.
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Step #3 - How To Select A Package!

If you are comfortable with the driving school but not the instructor, you can
always ask the school to give you a new instructor.

When you have selected a school and instructor, your next step is to decide on a
package of driving lessons.

If you are now starting out, you should select a package of 8 or 12 lessons. If
you can a

ord 12 lessons, it's preferable over the 8 lessons package.

This applies only to experienced drivers; Take one driving lesson with an
instructor. At the end of the lesson, ask the instructor how many lessons you
need.

You see, learning to drive requires repetition and the more you are able to
repeat things the better you learn them.
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Step #4 - Selecting A Lesson Plan

Most students however, take the cheapest package hoping to save money but in
the end; they end up paying way more money than they would have, had they
purchased the 12 lesson package.

By taking the cheapest package, you may end up failing your road test resulting
in you paying a lot more money.

Long story short, it's always best to be over prepared than under prepared. Our
goal and I hope it's your as well, is to help you pass on your very

rst or next try.

Once you have selected a package, your next step is to work with your
instructor to select a lesson plan.

Oftentimes, experienced drivers might want to just work on parallel parking
because they feel this is their area of weakness.
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Step #5 Selecting A Schedule
But the instructor might have picked up on other areas of weakness during the
session. It's always best to trust your driving instructor.

After you have set up your lesson plan with your instructor, your next step is to
set up a schedule. It's best to spend as much time with your instructor as you
can.

The rationale is to allow you the maximum amount of time to practice.
Repetition is key. The more time you can give to this process, the better.

If you are a beginning student, you should triple or quadruple your lessons. At
Fuzion Driving School, each lesson is 45 mins.

If you are a beginning student, you should be spending a minimum of 2 hrs. and
15mins. each session with your instructor.

You can take less, but it's best to do more.

If you take single (45 mins) lessons, you will not have the time needed to repeat
things over and over. Learning to drive requires practice and, as a new students,
you will need PRACTICE.

If you are an experienced driver, you ought to ask your instructor what's the
best schedule for you.

I am not in a position to advice you because I have not seen you drive and I do
not know your level of experience.

New students should start with learning all the controls in the car and becoming
comfortable with those controls.

Your next step or step #6 is learning how to drive. This involves driving on a long
straight road for at least 45 mins to one and a half hours.
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Step #6 Learning How To Drive
This purpose of this session is to allow you to become comfortable with the car
and to build your observational skills

After straight driving, you and your instructor should work on making right turns
because they are easier than left turns and for new students, it's always best to
do the easy things

rst.

Right turns are then followed by making left turns into one way streets and then
left turns into two way streets.

Parallel parking and three points turns come next.
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Step #7 Learning How To Pass Your Road Test
Congratulations! You now know how to drive but that's only half the battle. Step
#7 is to learn how to pass your road test.

As I stated earlier, sometimes good drivers fail their road test. And 100% of the
people who fail, do so because they did things that they should not have done.

Like, running a stop sign (automatic failure) or running through a red light
because you did not know the light was about to change.

Now notice that these failure were not caused by the student not being able to
drive but by the student doing things that he/she should not have done.

After seeing some of my students make silly mistakes that caused them to fail, I
created a 7 module ebook that compiles over 40 plus years of helping students
pass.

In this ebook: The De

nitive Guide To Passing Your Road Test, I have broken

down passing your road test into 7 easy steps.

(Step 1 - Getting Started, Step 2 - Leaving The Curb, Step 3 - Maneuvering The
Intersection, Step 4 - Switching Lane Safely, Step 5 - Turns Made Easy, Step 6 Parallel Parking and Step 7 - Three Point Turns.

Each step or module is written in a very detailed style from the point of view of
someone doing the actual road test.

It's like having me sitting in the car with you on the day of your road test, telling
you what to do. We show you where students make mistakes and provide you
with the solution so you don't make those same stupid mistakes.

Make this one mistake when you are now starting out and you could fail your
road test. Well in the Getting Started module, we tell you exactly what to do so
you don't make this silly mistake and end up failing your road test.
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Are You Ready To Pass?
Did you know that if you hit the curb when parallel parking you can fail your
road test? Well in the Parallel Parking module we address that issue.

We provide you with an easy step by step blueprint to parking that if you
practice this method, you could literally park your car in one gear (reverse)

Now if you have never heard of the three point turn, we show you how to do it in
the Three Point Turn Module. If you know how to switch gears, the three point
turn will be a piece of cake.

Ready To Pass?
Your decision to pass or fail is now in your hands. If you
decide that you are ready to stack the odds of passing in
your favor, I invite you to click learn more below.

You will be taken to our Pass Your Road Test Now site where
you will have a chance to get your hands on a copy of The
De

nitive Guide To Passing Your Road Test

Click Here To Learn More
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You A Few Week From Now!
Our goal is to help as many of you accomplish your goals in life, to help you
go from where you are to where you want to be.

Good Luck,
Colin Thorne

